
Africa’s test case 

Firms working in Nigeria will need to choose the right partner to show them the ropes  

 
ecause of its persistent problems, Nigeria has become a test case in Africa. The deteriorating security 

issue adds to a list of impediments for foreign investors.  
 
As consultancy KPMG points out in its latest report on this teeming nation of 168 million inhabitants, the 
commercial threats include unreliable power supply, poor infrastructure (roads, rails and port are run-
down), slow pace of reform, restrictive trade policies, an inconsistent regulatory environment, a slow and 
largely ineffective judicial system, pervasive corruption and growing insecurity.  
 
However, the country remains the region’s biggest recipient of foreign direct investment.  
 
As JLT Specialty’s Dr Elizabeth Stephens explains in a note of caution: “Boko Haram’s activity has had 
a relatively limited impact so far on business and foreign direct investment because it has been 
confined to the north-east and has not affected Lagos or the oil interests in the south”.  

 
Anti-bribery programmes 
Echoing risk consultancy Kroll’s advisers, KPMG suggests: “Potential investors should understand the 
corruption risk involved in the Nigerian business environment and develop anti-bribery compliance 
programmes that involve local staff and Nigerian partners.”  
 
Further, it is best to travel with a savvy friend with on-the-ground experience. “Companies are 
seeking new markets, but they do not always understand the additional challenges”, explains Neil 
Ross, AIG’s regional manager EMEA trade credit.  
 
“We’ve seen many exporting companies appoint local partners to guide them through the cultural, 
trading and regulatory differences of these new markets. But choosing the right one can be a hit-
and-miss affair.” 
 

However conscientiously a foreign company does its country due diligence in Nigeria or in any 

other Sub-Saharan nation, most risk managers say they are ready to pull out if the situation 

becomes too dangerous or difficult. The trigger for an exit would most likely be a terrorist attack 

on an important commercial centre. 

 
Collision course 
Human assets are in the firing line in Africa, as opposing forces clash, argues Jon Gregory, AIG’s head 
of kidnap and ransom division. “The collision of foreign investment and fundamentalism combined 
with poor infrastructure and equally inadequate law and order is a historical recipe for trouble and 
human assets are in the firing line,” he says. 
 
In this potentially explosive confrontation, insurance has a crucial – and creative – role to play. “We 
cherish the value of insurance and the transference of financial risk it provides in these 
circumstances,” adds Gregory.  
 
“Also, the risk engineering – and the prevention – that our consultants provide to clients is of equal 
value. We would rather help a client avoid a loss in the first place, than try and help them manage 
one when it has occurred.” 
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